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A sequence (c,,) spanning a Banach space B is called ESA or cqtral signs 
additiee if the norm of a linear combination of the e,‘s does not change when 
adjacent coefficients of equal sign are combined. Call the sequence (e,) regular 
if neither E nor its dual contain an isomorphic copy of co . It is shown that a 
regular ESA sequence is a boundedly complete and l-shrinking basis for its 
span which is thus quasi-reflexive. It is further possible to replace a regular 
ES.4 norm hy an equivalent ESA norm rendering E isometrically isomorphic 
to its second dual. A sequence (F,,) is called IS or hzcariant rrnder spveadin,o 
if the norm of a linear combination of the e,‘s does not change when the mutual 
distances of the terms in the sequence (but not their relative positions) change. 
We give a simple construction of an unconditional norm for an IS sequence, 
hence, in particular, for an ESA sequence. Also, an in\-erse construction is ob- 
tained: We prove that each unconditional IS basis gives rise to an ESA basis 
by means of an invwsion formula; to nonequivalent IS unconditional bases 
correspond nonequivalent ES.4 bases. It follows that nonisomorphic ESA 
bases are plentiful. 
A sequence (e,,) spanning a Banach space E is called ESA or equal 
signs additive if the norm of a linear combination of the ei’s does not 
change when adjacent coefficients of equal signs are combined. (A 
formal definition is given below.) We call (e,) and E regular if E 
contains neither an isomorphic copy of cO nor an isomorphic com- 
plemented copy of E, . We show in Section 1 below that a regular ESA 
sequence is a boundedly complete and l-shrinking basis for its span; 
thus E is quasi-reflexive. Given s = C aiei E E, let fi(x) = xjai aj ; 
given y = xi b,f, E E *, let gi( y) == xjai bj . In the regular case the 
sequence (f,) is a basis for E*, the sequence (g,J is a basis for E**. 
* Research supported by the National Science Foundation (U.S.A.). Grant GP 
34118. 
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It is possible to replace a regular ESA norm by an equivalent ESA 
norm rendering E isometrically isomorphic to E**. 
A sequence (e,) is called IS if the norm of a linear combination of 
the ei’s is invariant under spreading. (A formal definition is given 
below.) In Section 2 we give a simple construction of an unconditional 
norm for an IS sequence, and hence, in particular, for an EM 
sequence. j An inverse construction is obtained in Section 3: We prove 
that each unconditional IS basis gives rise to an ESA basis by means 
of the i?lwersion formula (3.2); to nonequivalent IS unconditional 
bases correspond nonequivalent ESA bases. It follows that there are 
many nonisomorphic ESA bases. 
‘I’he first, famous example of a nonreflexive, in fact, quasireflexive, 
Banach space isometrically isomorphic to its second conjugate was 
given by James (cf. [7, p. 921). 0 ur construction may be considered as 
a generalization of his, the dual of which is obtained if one chooses the 
unconditional norm in the inversion formula to be the 1, norm. 
Recently, James [I 71 has used a variant of his original example to 
construct a counterexample to the conjecture that each R-conves space 
is reflexive (cf. [2, 1 l-1 31). F rom the existence of James’ counter- 
example, it follows that there exists such a counterexample which is 
EM, and isometric to its second conjugate. Indeed, in our article [5] 
we showed that if X is a B-convex space which is not superreflexive, 
then there exists an ESA space G finitely representable in X, 
and hence, H-convex and regular (cf. Theorem 1.5 below). 
1. EQUAL SIGNS ADDITIVE SEQUEKCES 
Let (e,&, be a sequence of unit vectors spanning a Banach space 
(E, : 1). Let S be the space of all sequences n = (ui)yzl of real numbers 
with only finitely many terms different from 0, q: S + E a map 
defined by s)(a) = C aLei. We always assume that the e,‘s are alge- 
braically free, by which we understand that y(a) = 0 implies (z =E 0. 
K is the class of all strictly increasing sequences of integers (k(). 
We now define the following properties IS, ESA, and SA of the norm 
j ! with respect to the sequence (e,,). In (2) and (3) below we assume 
e, z= 0. 
(i) The norm j j is said to be ineariant under spreading, or of 
type IS, iff for each o E S, (ki) E K, 
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(ii) The norm j 1 is called equal signs additive, or of type ESA, 
iff for each a E S and each integer k > 1 such that ~,a,,~, > 0, 
(iii) 1 j is called of type SA (subadditive) iff for each a E S, 
each integer k k 1, 
If the norm is understood, we will often say that (e,,) is IS instead 
of saying that j j is IS, and similarly for ESA and SA. Thus, e.g. an 
ESA basis (e,,) is a basis (e,) such that 1 j is ESA with respect to (e,). 
LEMMA 1. If u sequence (e,) is ESA, it is IS. A sequence (e,,) is ESA 
z. and o&y ~jc it is SA. 
Proof. ESA * IS: To lighten the notation, we only show that 
ESA implies that j ue, + be, 1 = ) ae, + be, ) ; other cases are treated 
similarly. We have 
jUe,7-b& -~~ ael -)- be, + Oe,, i z-m jue,-tOe,T(b+O)e,, == ae,-Abe:,,. 
ESA 3 SA. Assuming ESA and ab > 0, we prove that 
,(a - 6) e, 2.: : ae, - be, i ; 
other cases are proved similarly. WC may assume that N :: a’ T b 
where u’b 3 0. Then ; ae, - be, i = ; u’el + be, -- be,, : -z 
/ u’el i- be, - be, 1 = / u’el -1. be, - be, / = **. 7~ / u’el + be,L - be,,,!. 
Summing the expressions inside j /, observing the “telescoping,” 
dividing by n -. 1 and letting n ---f ~3, one obtains that 
ae, - be, ; -; u’el 1, 
SA +- ESA. Assume that (e,) is S-4. We only show that if a > 0, 
b > 0, and cl + b = 1, then for any C, d, 
the general case is proved similarly. The inequality >, in (4) follows 
from S4. 
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To prove < in (4), write 
! re, T czee + be, -+ de, ’ == a(ce, + eg + de,) + b(ce, -:- ei3 -L,+ de,)’ 
:< j u(cq -+ e, + de,); -i ( b(ceI -I- eii -I- de,); 
= ‘(a c b)(ce, T e, -r deJ, 
the last equality holding because SA implies IS: 1 ce, -;- e, -5 dee, I -- 
j Ce, ~-~ e., A Oe:, + de, 1 >-: / ce, + eg A- de, 1, and similarly 
?re,+e,---de, IYce,+e,-de,~. 
We nolv show that every ESA sequence is a basis for its span. 
Choose K so that (1 be, [I < R Ij ae, ~- be, Ii for all scalars a and b. 
Then given k, scalars (?I ,..., (zIL and b, 
But then, gi\-en m and scalars a,,.+, ,..., n,,, , 
proving that (e,) is a basic sequence. 
Thus, we have 
PROPOSITION 1. Every ESA sequence (e,) is a basis for its span E. 
LEMMA 2. ,4ssume that (e,,) is an IS sequence spanning a Banach 
space E, / ,I. I f  E does not contain an isomorphic copy of c,, , then 
lim i e1 - e2 + e3 - e4 +- *.. + e,,,-, - e,, I == x. 
Proof. Tiis is Proposition 2.3 of [5] 
(5) 
, w ere it is remarked that the h 
proof depends only on the IS property of the norm. (The argument in 
[5] uses implicitly the implication 4” * 5” in [15, p. 4341.) 
THEOREM I. Let (e,) be an ESA sequence (hence a basis) in E. 
Assume that E does not contain an isomorphic copy of c, . Then (e,) is 
boundedtv complete. 
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Proof. We are to show that 
s’fp j g, aiei j = C -._ 3z (6) 
implies that lim,, (cr,e, I- uaea 7- e.1 -:- a,,e,,) exists. We first prove 
LEMMA 3. C’nder the assumptions of the theorem inequality (6) 
implies that lim,, (al + ..* +- a,) exists. 
Proof of Lemma. Let S, = (iI + ... + Q,~ . By Lemma 1, (e,) 
is SA, hence S,, is bounded by C, because 
Let (Y = lim inf S,, and /3 = a -+ y = lim sup S,, . We show that 
y = 0. Note that there exists an increasing sequence of integers k, 
such that for each j 
) S,c,,_l - n :-; 2--j-l, SkSj - /3 i 3, 2-i-z. 
Set Sk0 = 0 and T.i = S,,.$ - S,a.j-l for .j = 1, 2 ,..., so that 
Slcj = T, + T, -L ... + Tj , i 7’,je1 -+ y ::’ 2-i, Tsi - y c: 2-i. 
Then, applying again S-4, one has for each integer j, 
which together with Lemma 2 implies that y =~ 0. 
We now continue the proof of the theorem. Assume that the 
sequence n + &‘I=, aiei is not Cauchy. Then there exists a sequence of 
integers (ni) and a number D > 0, such that for eachj 
(7) 
Applying Lemma 3, we may also require that for each j, 
Set uj = CyLkt-I aiei ; then for each j, D < / uj 1 < 2C, and also, by 
SA, C > [ cyzL, ui ; ‘2 j ul +- -es + zli.~l -k ujsl + e-e -I- 21,, 1 - 2-j. 
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Since the terms may be removed from the sum one after another, one 
obtains that for any positive integers k, -:I kz C: ... . k, , 
? ZLk, $ uh., -L ‘.’ AL aLI;, 1 <; c + 2-1 i- 2-2 - . . . ~_. 2-u .,>I c ~_ 1, (9) 
‘l’his implies that for any choice of signs D,. , j CF=, criui : < 2C + 2. 
It follows that the subspace spanned by (uj), and thus also E, contains 
an isomorphic copy of c,, (apply the implication 4” :- 5” in 
[I 5, p. 4341). Th is is a contradiction, hence the sequence C:!- i triei is 
Cauchy, and therefore convergent. 
I~~arzv.~ 4. Let (e,,) be an IS sequence spanning the space E. The?1 
either the map fi : F(a) + C ai is continuous, or E = (I - T)E, where 
T is the shijt on the e,,‘s. Therefore, fi is continuous if (e,) is ESA. 
Proof. The first assertion of the lemma was proved in [3] (see 
[3, Proof of Proposition 21). E = (I - T)E implies 
1i7m l(l/n)(e, + ... -! e,)i : 0, 
which is impossible if (eJ is ESA. 
We now introduce functionals fi : p(a) + CT& aj , i = 1, 2,.... By 
Lemma 4 ail these functionaIs are continuous if (e,) is ESA; hence, 
they may be considered as elements of E*. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (e,) be an ESA sequence spanning E; then 
(fn)n22 is an EM basis of [f,Jn>2 (subspace of E* spanned by the 
f%‘s, n 3 2.) 
LEMMA 5. The sequence (e,‘) == (e, - e,,-,), with e,, = 0, is CI 
basis of E, with the basis constant equal one. 
Proof of Lemma. It suffices to show that if iYn, , rrz = 1, 2 ,..., are 
expansion functionals of x (cf. [7, p. 87]), then J U,N(x)j is an increasing 
function of m. It suffices to consider x of the form ~(0). 
We know that the functionals fi are continuous. Nom- 
i O;,,(x)! = j jJl/,(.v) ei’ j = 1 ale1 + v, + ... + a,-le,,-l i-&(s) f, (, 
j L’m+l(.Y)~ -= / ale, $- a2e2 + .-. $- amen, j-fm+l(~) en,+, 1, 
and fvhtl(x) -t- a,,, = fi,E(4 Th ere ore, f by the SA property of the 
sequence (4, I u?dx)I < I u,IL+l(x>I. r? 
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Proof of Proposition. Let, for a fixed n and 12 c- n, 
171 .* is the supremum of the expressions of the form 
which do not change if one sets (I,! 1 = a,,., ; ... := 0. This last 
operation by Lemma 5 can only decrease the norm of the vector 
C aLei’, therefore 1 T ; * can be computed by taking the supremum over 
a compact set, the unit ball of [e,‘, e2’,..., e,‘]. Thus the supremum is 
reached: there exists a vector x mm C’E_, aiei’ with i s ’ -: 1 and 
T-(x) -~= : 7 * . Set G,,. I : y. x : -- 1 may be written 
= !  ... (u,~-~ -~ u,,) e,>_, -:~ (u,, - y) r,; (y -- a,.,,) e,z,.l ~-~ ..’ =~- 1. 
(14 
By the SA1 property of the sequence (e,,), one now has that 
‘I’hus, taking y : N,,. in ( 12) may only diminish ; x 1, while it clearly 
does not change j T(X) !. ‘rherefore, the inequality < in (13) is actually 
an equality, and it is possible to choose y ~7 a,, in the expression for x2’. 
It follows that ~ T I;i: < ’ w ).+ . Similarly one proves the second ine- 
quality necessary to establish that (fib) is SA; here the proof requires 
n > 2. It follows that (fn),l?2 is an ESA basic sequence (Lemma I and 
Proposition 1). Lj 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (e,,,) is an ESA sequence spanning E, and 
E* does not contain an isomorphic copy of cO . Then (f,,) is a boundedly 
complete basis of E* and (e,) is a l-shrinking basis of E. 
Proof. Let el*, es*,... be functionals biorthogonal to e, , e, ,.... By 
Theorem 1, (fiL)11a2 , and hence, (f,) ’ b 1s oundedly complete; it follows 
that (e,,‘) is shrinking [15, Corollary 6. p. 2861. This implies that 
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[f,] = E”. Applying Lemma 5 to (fn)n22 instead of (e,J, n-e obtain 
that (fi ,b2 - J$ ,js - f4 ,...) is basic, hence 
is a basis for E”. ‘l’hus [pi”] is of codimension one in E*, i.e., (e,,) is 
I -shrinking. 
‘FHEOREM 3. Assume that (e,,) is an ESA sequence spanning a Banarh 
space E which is regular, i.e., contains no isomorphic copy of c,, and no 
isomorphic complemented copy of II . Thez E is quasi-reflexire. 
PYOOf. The dual of a Banach space E contains an isomorphic copy 
of c,, if and only if E contains an isomorphic complemented copy of 
I, [l]. Therefore, Theorems I and 2 imply that (e,) is boundedly 
complete and 1 -shrinking; hence E is quasi-reflexive [16]. 
PROPOSITION 3. If n sequence (e,,) is ESA, then for each sequence of 
constants (bi), each positive integer n one has 
PYOOf. 
b,e,” + b,*e,” + ... + b,_,e~~, T bnf,, 
=-= W, -fJ + ... + L,(f,,-, -fJ -t bnf, 
= 4.h T (b, - 4) .fJ + a.. + (bn - h-1) .fn . 
Therefore, the right-hand side of (14) is the supremum of expressions 
C ai(bi - hi-l), (b, = 0), t a k en over all sequences (CQ) E S such that 
j 2 aiei’ j < I. Since the norm 1 j is right-monotone on (e,‘) (cf. 
Lemma 5), it suffices to consider sequences (ai) with lzi = 0 for 
i 1, n, which does not change the inner product x: ai(bi - b,--J. 
Write this product as CF bici with cr = a, - a2 , c2 m= a2 - a3 ,..., 
c,-~ = a,-, - arL , c, = a, ; the condition / x:,” aiei’ j < 1 may be 
also written ) C,” ciei ! < 1, hence, sup C,” bici also equals / CT biei” / * , 
which proves (14). 0 
Remark. Proposition 3 shows that 
= Ib,f,+(b,--6,)f,+...+(b,--b,-,)f,1.. (1% * 
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It follows, that if (b,) is monotone, the expression to the left in (15) 
depends only upon b, and b, . This may be seen to be a characteriza- 
tion of the ESA property of (e,,) in terms of (e,*). 
It may be pointed out that if (e,,) is ESA, (j&>,.r need not be ESA. 
In fact, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 4. If (t,?) is ESA, then (fn)nll is ESA $ und only if 
(e,J is left-monotone, i.e., if and only if for all-y 0 pm (ai) t S, any n, 
(16) 
Proof. Assume that (flf;, SA. Given J’ ~~ x:i b,f, , let gi( y) = 
&.i bi . Letting 
W F, b/f; ) 7 W b,(,Tl -~ ,yT) I-- (h, -i- b2) 61 + t b,f, 
and proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 2, we obtain that 
j T I* < I w ! * . The canonical map of E into E** is easily seen to 
take ei onto g1 - gi, 1 , i ~= 1, 2 ,... . AppIying the fact that this map is 
an isometry, and the inequality 1 7 j * < OJ .+ , we obtain 
Conversely, assume that (e,,) is left-monotone; we show that 
(flLLz>l is ESA. Let w z= 2: bifi , T = (6, f- b2) f2 --I- cFfi ; it 
sufficestoshowthati~j* < \w/.+. We may assume that these exists 
a vector x = x: aieir such that 1 x \ = 1 and 
7 ;* == T(X) =. a,@, -t b,) $- i U,hi 
3 
(See the argument following formula (14).) The expression to the right 
of the last equality does not change if one chooses a, equal to ua, 
while this cannot increase 
1 x / = ‘(aI - a2) e, j (a2 - a3) e2 -t .‘. y-- (anel - a,) enpl -i- anen :, 
because (e,) is left-monotone. Hence, if 
K’ = (a?. - n,J e2 + ... -.,- (unel -- a,) en-, $- a,e,, , 
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then T I* = T(L) and 1 x’ I = I. Now a, = a2 implies 
7 I.+ = ~(5’) = w(d) < ! x’ 1 1 w / * == I w ‘* . 
that 
L1 
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It follows from Proposition 4 that if (f,L) is ESA and left-monotone, 
then (g,,) is ESA. Actually, in that case (g,) is also left-monotone, 
and the linear map R defined by Re, = g, , i = 1, 2,..., is an isometric 
isomorphism between E and E ** Since we will not use this result, we . 
do not prove it. 
1Ve now wish to show that there exists an equivalent ESA norm on 
(tlii) rendering E isometrically isomorphic to E**. The following 
theorem was communicated to us by Professor W. B. Johnson; it 
replaces our earlier argument which only proved that E was isomorphic 
to E”‘. 
‘L’HEOREM 4. In the regular case, an ESA norm 1 i admits an 
equivalent ESA norm given by (IS) below, which renders E isometricnlly 
isomorphic to its second conjugate E* x. 
Proof. Given an ESA sequence (e,L), define a function j 1’ on 
y(S) by letting 
,’ extends to an ESA norm equivalent with j /. Indeed, if 
s = 2: aiei , clearly 1 x 1 ,( 1 x j’. Conversely, there is a constant 
Csuch that i,2*j’ < C1.r 1. To see this, note that (ei) is a basis for 
1 I, hence there is a constant R such that 
Ipjeii GK/zqaiei/ 
-. 
for each Y, s with r < s and any a = (q) E S. (See, e.g. [14 p. 57-j). 
Therefore, using also the IS property of the norm 1 (, ond obtains 
for M + N = n, 
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The SA property of j 1 is easily seen to imply that i i’ is SA, and 
hence, ESA. Furthermore, the norm / j’ is clearly cyclic IS, which 
means that for any n, M, N, with ?a = M + N, any k, , k, ,..., k,, , 
one has 
(1% 
We henceforth assume that the norm ; 1 is ESA and cyclic IS. 
Define a map G;: E + E*” by Ue, :- g, , I’ei == g, - g,, i = 2,3 ,... . 
If the canonical image in E”* of a vector x in E is denoted by %, then 
q = g, - g+, ) hence Uei -: t?+i for i > 2. CT will be the promised 
isometry mapping E onto E**. Note that g,(fJ = 0 for n >- i; 
hence w* lim c7, = g, -- w* lim g,, =- g, . Now let n be fixed, 
32 = C,” aiei , and 
x,,, = $ a,eiel + ale,,, , z =: a,g, + $ a,Fi_, , m =: n, n + l,... . (20) 
By the cyclic IS property, I x,, j = ) x : for each m 2 n, hence, 
z = w* lim X,, implies 1 z / .+ * < lim inf I 5, j .+ .+ = ( x /. It follows 
that the map U is norm-decreasing. Now assume 1 x 1 = 1. Choose 
f = x: b,f, E E* such that 13’ I.+ = 1 and f(qJ = 1, where n is 
the fixed integer introduced above, x,~ is defined by (20). Let 
g = Cl b,fi , then for m > n one has g(e,J = zy b, = f(e,); for 
m < n one has g(e,,,) = f(e,). It follows that 1 g / .+ < 1. To see this, 
let y -= zi b,ei be such that j y j < I. Let y’ = y if Y f n, 
>,’ = 7 h,ei + (i bi) e, 
,i=n 
if P > fl. 
Then j y’ 1 < / y j < I by the SA property. Clearly g(y) = f ( y’), 
hence / g(y)/ < 1. Th is shows that I g /+ < I. Now 
1 =f(xJ = l$g(x,) = z(g) < I z liy: lg j* < / z I**. 
Thusl4,, , > 1 x !, which proves that Ii is norm-increasing. 
The following result has been essentially proved in our paper [Sj. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that Y is a B-convex space which is not 
superreflexive; then there exists an ESA space G which is finitely rep- 
resentable in Y, and hence, B-convex and regular. 
Proof. Y is also not super-Banach-Saks (apply [4]). There exists 
a space X finitely representable in Y, hence B-convex, but non- 
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Banach-Saks. Now use the construction of the spaces F and G given 
in [3] and [5]. G exists because the ergodic theorem fails in F; G has 
an EM basis and is finitely representable in X, and hence, in Y. 
G is B-convex, and therefore, is regular. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF UNCONDITIONAL BASES 
Let (e,,) be an IS sequence spanning a Banach space E; assume, as 
always, that the e,‘s are algebraically free. Let T be the shift operator 
on the e,‘s, defined by Tei -1 ei LI , i = 1, 2,... . The tail space of T is 
E, = ni T’E. It h as been proved [3, Lemma 41 that E, is identical 
with the space of all vectors invariant under T. This situation, rather 
exceptional in ergodic setting, allows to assert [3, Proposition 21 that 
either E, is one-dimensional, in which case the ergodic theorem holds 
for T, or else E, = {O). It will be shown below that if (e,,) is ESA, 
then E, ~7 (0). Under the sole assumption that (e,) is IS and E, = CO]-, 
we construct a new norm 1 1 on p(S), for which (e,) is an uncondi- 
tional basis. The new, undulated norm is equivalent to the original 
norm 1 I on the space spanned by the vectors al1 -y e, - e, , 11~ = 
e:, - e1 ,... . 
Given J’, y’ E y(S), we write y wy’ iffy = xisl aiei , y’ -= CjeJ uj’ej 
(I, / are finite), and there exists a one-to-one onto map u: 1--j J which 
preserves the natural order, and such that 
y’ is called a modification of y. 
Given y, y’ E q(S), we write y 1 y’ if? y = xi aiea , y’ = ~j aj’ej , 
and (i : aLai’ + O> - a. 
Now let y E ~(5’). Set { y { = inf J 9 + x j, the infimum being 
taken over the set of all pairs ( p, z) such that 9 N y and u” _i 9. 
LEMMA I. Assume that (e,) is IS and E, = CO]. The map 
y --f ( y { is a norm on y(S) and has the following properties. 
(i) If y E cp(S) and y -y, then 17 1 = i y i; i.e., i 1 is IS. 
(ii) 1fy E v(S) and-y = y’ + y” with y’ 1 y”, then { y’ ! < i y 1. 
(iii) For each y = C aiei write N(y) for { Ci / ai j ei (. Then 
N is a norm equivalent with { . 1, and 9 - y implies N(y) = N( p). 
(iv) Let I be a jinite subset of integers and for each y = 
Ci aiei E p(S) set P](y) = xiel aiei . Then the PI’s are projection 
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operators in ~(8) and their bounds for the norm N and the norm { 1 
are < 1. 
Proof. If y E S and ( y ( -= 0, then, given any t ;> 0, there exists 
jj and x such that y ,- y, x I 9 and j 9 $- z 1 < E. We choose, as 
we may, a modification of J -1 z, say 3’ -:- .z’, in such a way that 
j? N p, 2’ Y z, 9’ _i Tjj’, and not only 3’ 1 z’ but also T$’ 1. 2’. 
Then j 3’ + 2’ < E and 1 TT’ --I- 2’ I < E by IS, and hence 
I 9’ - pjr >y &, 
which implies j y - Ty [ < 2~ provided that y 1. Ty. Since E is 
arbitrary, we proved that y 1 Ty implies y = Ty, which implies 
y = 0 by [3, I ,emma 41. If y 1 Ty does not hold, consider 3’ which 
satisfies 3’ 1. Ty’. Then i y i = 0 and y N 9’ imply I$’ { = 0, 
and the previous argument shows y’ = 0; hence, y = 0. 
It is now easily checked that { 1 is a norm. 
(1) 1 Xy { = ) X 1 ! y 1 is evident. 
(2) Given y, y’, and E ‘:> 0, choose p, j’, z, z’ so that 
/ jj i- Z I c< {y { A- E, i j’ -I- 2’ I 5.: { y’ { -I- f.z, 
and also, 7 + y’ is a modification of y +- y’, y + 9’ 1 z, 2’. (Again 
applyIS). Then ly+y’i < iyj+ IY’~+~E. 
Thus i * 1 is a norm on q(S). Also, [ . { is majorized by j * j on q(S). 
(i) This is evident, and was already used in the preceeding 
argument. 
(ii) Let j: WY, 2 1 yT. We may write j: + x = 9’ -t x’ with 
B’ w y’ and z’ 1 y’; therefore, 1 y’ ( < 19 + z j, which implies 
Ir’l G IY L 
(iii) Let y = Ci aiei and, given a fixed integer i,, , define a 
function of the real variable z(t) = teiu + Cifi, aiei . Let 5 be the 
map t- 1401; 5 is a convex function and from (ii) it follows that 
l(O) < t;(t) for each t. Thus < is increasing on [0, + co[, decreasing on 
]- 00, 01. More generally, if y = xi aiei , z = xi bie, and aibi 3 0 
for each i, 1 bi j < j ai / for each i, then i z i < { y (. For each 
y = zi aiei , we write 
(It will be clear from the context whether j y j is a vector or the ( * ( 
norm of a vector y). Thus by definition N(y) = t 1 y \ f. Clearly 
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N(Xy) = j ;\ i N(y) for each scalar X. If y = xi aiei and y’ = Ci a,‘&, , 
then N(y+y‘) = (Iy-ty’jl, where jy-+y’j :xijai+ai’/ei. 
NOW [ ai + ai’ 1 < 1 ni j + [ Ui’ limplies {iy + y’ Ii < {ly I + jy’ 11; 
hence, N(y + y’) < N(y) + N(y’). 
An easy computation shows that ~4 j y { < N(y) < 213’ ( for each 
y E fyD(S). 
(iv) N(P,y) = { JTitr j l?i i ei { < ( Ci 1 Qi j ei { = N(y). NOW 
!y{<Jyiprovesthatf.i, and hence, N can be extended to E. 
LEMMA 2. After extension to E, 1 * j is a norm on E. 
Proof. LetyEE, {y (= 0.F or every E > 0, there exists y’ E v(S) 
such that /y-y’j <e and (y’{ GE, so that Iy’t--zI ,<2E for 
some modification 3’ of y’ and some z E F(S) with z _I_ y’. Applying 
Lemma 1 as before, we may suppose / Ty”’ + z / < 2~; using 
arguments like those in the proof of Lemma 1 we may suppose 
19’.- Tj?j = jy’- Ty’[; hence, 
‘y - TJ1! < ly -y’ / + 1 y’ - 73,’ I + ! T(y’ - y)l .< E + 4~ ;- E =-= 6~. 
Since E is arbitrary, y = Ty, from which we conclude that y = 0. 
From the relation 4 1 y 1 < N(y) < 2 1 y 1 we now obtain that N 
also can be extended to E and is on E a norm equivalent with ( . !. 
Furthermore, P, can be extended to E and is on E a projection of 
norm 1. Let H be the completion of q(S) (or E) under the norm N or 
norm 1 1. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that (e,) is IS and E, == {O). Then (e, , e2 ,...) 
is an unconditional basis of the Banach space H. For each subset I of 
integers, P) is a projection of norm 1 of H onto the subspace of Hgenerated 
by {ei , i E I). 
Proof. Clearly N(y) 3 N(P,(y)) for any I and any y E q(S); 
by continuity this remains true for any y E H. It follows that (e,) is 
an orthogonal, and hence, unconditional basis for H with norm N (cf. 
[15]), and also an orthogonal basis for H with norm 1 i. 
PREPOSITION 1. Let (e,) be an ESA sequence and assume that 
/ e, - e2 / 1 0. Then E, = (01. 
Proof. If E, # {0), then E = E, + (1 - T)E [3, Proposition 21. 
Let A, = (I,ln)(l + T + *.* + Tn-l); the ergodic decomposition 
derived from the assumption E, + (0) implies that lim, A,,Tie, 
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exists uniformly inj. (This is clearly true on (I -- T)E, and also on F,, 
which is composed of invariant elements.) Therefore, 
This is a contradiction. 
Proposition 1 and Theorem I together imply that the construction 
of an unconditional basis with undulated norm (or the equivalent N 
norm) is available for an ESA sequence. 
3. CONSTRUCTIOS OF ESA BASES FROM UNCONDITIONAL BASES 
In the previous section we showed that, given an IS sequence with 
no nontrivial shift invariant elements, in particular, given an ESA 
sequence, it is possible to construct an unconditional norm on F(S); 
this norm is orthogonal, and also IS. We show here at first that 
conversely, given an unconditional IS norm on (e,), there exists a 
simple construction of a monotone ESA norm; furthermore, to two 
nonequivalent unconditional norms there correspond two nonequiv- 
alent ESA norms. Since unconditional IS bases are plentiful, in 
particular, such are the natural bases of I,, spaces and of Orlicz 
sequence spaces, nonisomorphic ESA spaces are plentiful. 
LEMMA I. Given an unconditional IS no~?n on (e,), there exists an 
equiz~alent orthogonul IS norm. 
Proof. We part from an unconditional IS norm j ,. It has been 
proved by Singer that there exists an orthogonal norm equivalent 
with 1 /, say 1 I’ (cf. [15]). D fi e ne an undulated seminorm { { from 
j /, like in Section 2. (Since / 1 is not assumed tail-trivial on the 
sequence (en>, 1 i cannot be a priori asserted to be a norm on v(S).) 
For each E ‘;- 0, there exists a modification P of x and a y .I- 2, such 
that 
2 .+- J’ < 1‘lTj J-c. (1) 
Let K be a constant such that 
Then, since j is IS and I 1’ is orthogonal, 
(l/K2) j x I =-_ (Il’K”) [ 2 ’ 5; (l/K) j 2 /’ f (Ii&C) I1 +y j’ < I.2 +- 3 
, “6 2.2 ; T E. 
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Since e is arbitrary, this implies / x j ,< K” i x 1. The inequality in the 
opposite direction, 1 x i < j x /, is obvious from the definition of 
the undulated norm (see Section 2). This proves the lemma. l- 
Now given an unconditional IS norm 1 i on (e,,), set for each 
x =: C1.L 1 aiei 
where the supremum is taken over all partitions n of the set {I, 2,..., z> 
into consecutive disjoint intervals I, , I2 ,..., I,; . Because of Lemma 1, 
we may, and do, assume that ! / is orthogonal. 
LEMMA 2. Al is a monotone ESA norm on (e,,). 
Proof It easily follows from (2) that M is a monotone norm, and 
that M is SA. SA implies ES,4 (Lemma 1.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. .Let i i be an unconditional IS bnsis and define M 
by (2). Set, for x E q(S), 
{ 9 ( == inf llZ(2 f  y), (3) 
the injGnum being taken over all I which are modi@ations of x and 
over ally 1 x” (cf. Section 2). Then the norms 1 ! and 1 1 are equivalent. 
Proof The proof is based on the following remarks. 
(i) Write / 1 -1 I’iffthenormsi I and 1 /’ are equivalent. If 
1 1 N 1 I’, then M - M’, where M(M’) is obtained from / I(/ I’) by 
formula (2). This follows from the fact that 1 j < K 1 j’ implies 
M < KM’. 
(ii) If M - M’, and { { ({ (‘) is obtained from M(M’) by 
formula (3), then t { - t 1’. This follows from (3). 
(iii) As observed above, we may, and do, assume that the norm 
1 1 appearing in the statement of the theorem is not only IS and 
unconditional, but also orthogonal. 
(iv) If the undulated norm 1 1 is given by (3) where M is 
assumed monotone and ESA, then for each x = CT=, aiei , there exist 
numbers b, , 6, ,..., b,,-l such that 
{ x { = M(q, + he, + a,+ + b,e, I- ... f-- 6n--le2n-2 + ~7,e,,-~). (4) 
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It is so because (a) the continuity of the norm &! and convergence to 
infinity of n/r with the absolute value of coordinates allow one to assert 
that the infimum in (3) is reached; (b) the monotonicity of %! allows 
one to write (4) without terms to the right or to the left of x; (c) the ‘S-4 
property of M, a consequence of EM, allows one to combine into 
single terms expressions intercalated between elements of x. 
Now, given x ~7 ~(a), we set x’ .:= CT=, aizbi _; q(a’), where ui 7 
el - e2 , u2 =~: e3 .~- e4 , etc. 1,et E’ be the space spanned by the 
ui’s. Let us compute M(x’). Each partial sum C,,, aj is either 0 or 
aIj or -aI; or ~--a,. A- (I,, , with k, p EI,,, . ‘l’herefore, since by (iii) the 
norm i / is orthogonal, for any partition 7~ m:: (Ii , I, ,..., I,,\, one has 
hence, M(x’) < 2 / x I. By the orthogonality of / ‘, ~ x <G x’ ,, and 
hence, ! x ! < M(x’). Thus, 
s j -< M(.v’) : 2 , s (5) 
It is easy to see that the norm 1 i defined by (3) is orthogonal. 
Applying this together with (5), one obtains 
On the other hand, Remark (iv) above implies that there exist 
numbers b, , b, ,... such that 
the inequality >, holding because M is a SA. By triangular inequality 
M[yJ(b)] -5 AZ(d) - i x’ 1. 
Consequently, applying also (.5), 
2 )5 1 > M(d) - A!qp(h)] $- M[@)] = M(d) 2 I x j. 
Since trivially ( x’ t < 2 1 x I, one has ( x 1 < 4 1 x I. Together with 
((6) this proves the theorem. C 
COROI,LARY I. Assume that j 1 and ) 1’ are two nonequivalent IS 
unconditional norms. Let M(M’) be obtainedfrom / 1 ([ I’) by formula (2). 
Then M and M’ are not equivalent. 
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Prooj: If J!! N M’, then by Remark (ii) above, the corresponding 
undulated norms are equivalent. The theorem now gives that ( ; and 
: j’ are equivalent, which is a contradiction. ~-z 
Remark. Another version of the proof that to different IS norms 
there correspond different ESA norms could go along the following 
lines, If (e,[) is IS and unconditional, then (uJ in the M-norm is 
equivalent (as a basic sequence) to (e,); this is shown in the course of 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. Consequently if M and M’ are equivalent 
norms, (u,,) is equivalent to (pII) in both 1 and 1 1’; hence, and 
1 ‘l are equivalent. 
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